
Educator guide 
With these Learn 150 issue cards, classroom resources and campaigns, you can support your 
students on their journey toward achieving their goals and making a difference in Manitoba, 
and the world.  
How to use each resource: 

Issue Cards:
Find the issue your students are passionate about! Before 
they can take action on a campaign or through the classroom 
resource, it’s important to learn about the root causes of the 
issue. Learn quick facts and have class-wide discussions by 
exploring the topics of nutrition, diversity and  
reconciliation in Manitoba. 
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Classroom Resources:
Use these curriculum-aligned resources to engage, educate and empower your students! 
With them, you’ll find the support and strategies to achieve success addressing the topics of 
healthy eating and lifestyles, creating accessible spaces in Manitoba, and access to clean 
water for Manitoba’s Indigenous Peoples. 

The classroom resources help students focus on learning outcomes by developing core skill 
sets.

Look for these icons at the top of each lesson. 

https://a.storyblok.com/f/52095/x/02d8ce6231/mb-150-complete-issue-cardsdiversity-issue-card.pdf
https://staticsb.we.org/f/52095/x/314c11136e/mb-150-reconciliation-curriculum.pdf
https://staticsb.we.org/f/52095/x/8c0d4cbdfc/mb-150-diversity-curriculum.pdf
https://staticsb.we.org/f/52095/x/c1c99c6220/mb-150-nutrition-curriculum.pdf


DOWNLOAD NOW DOWNLOAD NOW DOWNLOAD NOW

Service-Learning Action Campaigns: 
We have created three service-learning action campaigns for Learn 150 that guide you 
through the basics of organizing an action plan from start to finish, to turn your students’ 
passion into action!

Here’s the basic format that each campaign follows:

1. Investigate and Learn: Explore your issue and learn as much as you can about it. Set a 
specific, measurable goal that your group can work toward.

2. Action Plan: Work out the logistics of an action that will make a meaningful difference 
for your issue.

3. Take Action: Get out there and make it happen! Check back with your action plan to 
make sure you’re staying on track.

4. Report and Celebrate: Look back at your goals to evaluate and celebrate the impacts 
your group made.
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FACT: Accessibility is an 
issue for nearly one in 
four Manitobans.

INCLUSION +
TECHNOLOGY =

An inclusive province where everyone can 
participate is more possible when we use 
technology and design to create accessible 
tools, services and experiences. Disabilities 
aren’t always visible and inaccessible barriers 
aren’t always noticeable either. Situations 
like cluttered hallways, stairs-only access 
and uncaptioned videos make it difficult for 
people with disabilities to be included. That’s 
why it’s important that our environments are 
accessible so everyone can benefit. By taking 
part in the WE Are One campaign, you can 
use your skills and explore ways you can make 
your school and community more inclusive.
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https://staticsb.we.org/f/52095/x/fe080c9ef3/mb-150-diversity-campaign.pdf
https://staticsb.we.org/f/52095/x/8fe2b8fed8/mb-150-reconciliation-campaign.pdf
https://staticsb.we.org/f/52095/x/0dc5fe76ff/mb-150-nutrition-campaign.pdf



